
• R. James Woolsey, Director 	 11/15/94 „ 
C ntral Intelligence Agency. 
W shington, DC 

D ar fir. Woolsey, 

While I am not surprised at having not received even an acknowledgement of my 

lAter of a month ago to you I am disappointed. I. had hoped that aft er all of those 
Ott CM 

• itriiinotai chickens returned to roost It might come to realize that basic changes are 
n eded in the interest of the agency itself and that in its dealings with citizens it 

w)uldegt least prefer the appearance of decency and of compliance with the laws it has 

f r so long acted as though do not apply to it. I do regret very much that it does not 

1 ve with or want to live with our basic American beliefs. 

A friend made a request for me on•the proper JFIC Collections Computer Search Request 

I rm at the Archives. lie asked for "the database subject printout" and he spelled my name 

b th correctly and incorrectly. I have just made a hasty review of each of those pages, 

aieut Mare -quarters of an inch of them when stacked. Not one single record was provided 

t the Archives 12-  the CIA.R1t one!  

Of what it provided other agencies only five CIA records are included. I do not re-

11 that a single relevant CIA letter to the Archives is included, either. 
So, it is obvious that not a single page of what I referred to in my letter of 10/17 

s gi'ven th the Archives !under the law that requires it. 

In short, you persist in having the CIA in open defiance of the law,* 

Whether or not my letter reached you, you are responsible. I made an effort to see 

to it that the information in my letter did get to you. 

As long as deniability for the director and others higher up in the CIA remains more 
0 

aprtant to it that/either compliance with the laws of the land oft/just plain common de- 
n 

c ncy, the CIA is making more trouble for itself,'  

It is also with its persistence in violating our laws and everydecent,and basic 

Anerican principle. 

As you should have learned from the Ames case*the trouble the CIA has and the low 

inion of it most Americans have are caused by the:OIA itself. 

ou persist in adhering to skewed priorities. I regret this for the country, for 

he agency, whose proper functioning is, I believe, essential to the country, and for 

le other Americans who like me have had their rights violated by the CIA, 

There is nothing in the truly disgraceful record the CIA has with me that leads to 

the belief that I will now get any response, to my letter of last month or to this one. 

I am sending IJuis to the ARRB, 

--61"17/7 
Harold Weisberg 

Sincerely, 


